Abstract: After the 'Bamboo Curtain' closed China to foreign social scientists in 1949, anthropologists shifted their attention to those 'residues' of China beyond the control of the People's Republic. In the process, formerly heterodox and out-of-the-way locales such as Taiwan and the New Territories of Hong Kong were made into the exemplars par excellence of Chinese culture. In this paper I argue that the peculiar spatialities of this Cold-War-era anthropology of 'residual China' have potentially generative consequences for a rethinking of the after-actor-network-theory (aANT) focus on social topologies. In particular, these spatialities' simultaneous enactment of the presence and absence of Chineseness evinces parallels with and prompts revisions to the notion of a "fire topology". These revisions in turn suggest the necessity of inventing novel topological models for (more-than-) human realities in order to work against both the creeping naturalization of after-actor-network-theory analytic frames in particular and the routinization of theory more broadly.
Introduction: the folds of the Bamboo Curtain
On 1 October 1949 Mao Zedong proclaimed the birth of the People's Republic of China (PRC) from the Gate of Heavenly Peace in Beijing, the symbolic center of the former Imperial capital. Elsewhere, on the margins of the new nation, with far less ceremony, Western social scientists were forced from their fieldsites, compelled to turn over their fieldnotes, and expelled from the country. Once evicted, they would not return for over three decades. The lowering of the Bamboo Curtain was the signal event in the anthropology of China, nipping in the bud what the dean of British China anthropologists, Maurice Freedman, (1) called "a great leap in Chinese studies " (1979a [1969] , page 414) on the part of "AngloAmerican anthropology." Yet, while Freedman noted that at the time of China's closure, "the outlook was unpromising" (1979b [1963] , page 381), two decades on he suggested that anthropology had actually gained much through its focus in the intervening years on 'Residual China' [ 1979a [1969 , page 414; "that residue of 'China' left beyond the control of Peking" (page 413)]. Indeed by 1974, reflecting on the recent thaw in Chinese relations with the West, he was moved to "wonder, as the prospect of field work in China itself seems to get closer, whether one ought to view it with some alarm, instead of the usual messianic enthusiasm" (1979c [1974] , page 45).
At first blush, such alarm seems a rather unanthropological sentiment. Yet, the Bamboo Curtain's sealing off of China after 1949 was not so much the end of anthropological research into topics sinological as the catalyst for the invention of novel modes of rendering China an object of anthropological study. The curtain's movement was, thus, not so much a fall as a fold, insomuch as the end of China anthropology on the familiar terrain of (1) On Freedman's importance to Cold War China anthropology, see Skinner (1979) .
Euclidean space was followed by the rise of China(s) in more-than-Euclidean topologies with anthropologies to match. Specifically, while the Bamboo Curtain foreclosed thendominant models of working on China by way of village-based studies in what John Law and Annemarie Mol (2001; Mol and Law, 1994) might call regional or volumetric space, (2) it opened up new topological vistas for sinological inquiry. In important respects this move away from Euclidean space in the Cold War anthropology of 'residual China' parallels more recent developments in actor-network-theory (ANT)-influenced approaches to spatiality more broadly.
In recent decades, scholars have increasingly come to terms with the unpredictability of the relationship between intimacy, locality, and geographic proximity. In anthropology it is now commonplace to speak of a world in motion (Clifford, 1988) , a global space of flows (Appadurai, 1990) , or complexly reterritorialized time-space (Ferguson, 2006; Gupta and Ferguson, 1992; Tsing 2000) . In making sense of such complex and discontinuous spatialities, some sectors of the discipline have increasingly drawn upon ANT-derived understandings of nonlocal intimacy and translocal standardization (eg, Blaser, 2009; de la Cadena, 2010; Oppenheim, 2007; Riles, 2001; Tsing, 2010) . The notion of the network as, amongst other things, a precarious yet durable conduit for the 'immutable mobiles' (entities enabled to move between contexts with a minimum of distortion) of scientific knowledge has been crucial to an ongoing reconceptualization of translocal interconnection.
Yet, even as after-ANT (aANT) (3) has moved beyond the network [prompted by in part anthropologically inspired critiques of early ANT formulations, eg, Lee and Brown (1994) , Star (1991) , Strathern (1996) ] as be all and end all, placing it, increasingly, in a broader ecology of topological forms that includes the mutable mobiles of fluid space and the mutable immobiles of the topology of fire (Mol and Law, 1994; Law and Mol, 2001 ; and below), anthropology has been somewhat slow to adapt this broader spatial vocabulary to its own purposes. Yet, I suggest, following Oppenheim (2007) , not only is the new (inter)topological focus of influential strains of aANT potentially generative of "anthropologies of global connection" (Tsing, 2005) no longer imprisoned within hackneyed binaries of local and global; an attention to anthropology itself, as a set of historically varying spatial and epistemological practices, (4) can contribute to the refining of social topological approaches to space.
In this paper I read Law and Mol's work on social topology (Mol and Law, 1994; Law and Mol, 2001 ) against anthropological approaches to 'residual' Chineseness in the era of the Bamboo Curtain . I do so not only to highlight the usefulness of the topological turn for deepening scholarly understandings of what Freedman once called the "scale" and "scatter" of the Overseas Chinese (although this will be suggested in passing), but to argue that the particular historical and spatial dynamics of Cold-War-era anthropology's "enacting" (cf Mol, 2002 , page 32) of a 'residual China' beyond the borders of the PRC might profitably be brought to bear on theories of social topology 'themselves'. I proceed by juxtaposing (2) Below, following Law and Mol's usage, I use 'Euclidean', 'regional', and 'volumetric' as roughly equivalent terms. (3) Unlike 'post-', 'after-' [I borrow the term from Law and Hassard (1999) ] does not imply a hard and fast temporal break. Moreover, in its nontemporal sense of imitation, it makes space for a wider field of theoretical experimentation that takes ANT as its model or raw material. aANT initially emerged in response to criticisms of the overly managerial, totalizing, and power-evasive character of ANT as well as the sense amongst some of ANT's key thinkers that ANT was becoming a bit too successful and, as a result, too static and reified for 'its' own good. The essays in Law and Hassard (1999) form something of a watershed in the move from ANT to aANT. Here a key distinction is aANT's increasing focus on spatial concerns through the lens of 'social topology'(cf Oppenheim, 2007 and below aANT with the Cold-War-era anthropology of China's residues as "machine[s] for making war on Euclideanism" (Law, 1999, page 7) .
Beyond "epitomes of convenient size"
The closure of China to foreign researchers that followed the Communist victory in 1949 became something of a ruminative cud for Freedman in the decades that followed. In a series of essays written in the 1960s and 1970s (amongst others, 1979b [1963]; 1979d [1964]; 1979a [1969]; 1979c [1974] ), he simultaneously reflects back upon the events of 1949 and looks forward to new possibilities for sinological anthropology. If one reads these retroprospectuses closely, it becomes clear that for Freedman the very event that foreclosed all possibilities of field research on the mainland in effect freed anthropologists from the fetters of their customary methods. Freedman is roundly critical of the potential for isolated structural-functionalist-style (5) village-based studies to cast light on the larger totality of a 'civilization' as vast and complex as China. Indeed, he calls the notion that "patient induction from studies of small social areas" could serve as the basis for generalizing a picture of the social system of China the most "grievous" of biases, an "anthropological fallacy par excellence " (1979b [1963] , page 383). In his words, the application of traditional anthropology's "miniaturizing" methods to a complex civilization such as China is doomed to result in "epitomes of convenient size" (page 383). Thus, if Liberation and its aftermaths had never occurred, anthropology would have stayed "confined to villages" (page 382). There would be more anthropological flags on the map of China, but no more understanding of Chinese society than in Branislaw Malinowski's day (page 383). (6) In place of village-bound studies of China as a potentially endless series of local epitomizations, Freedman points to the novel possibilities opened up by the closing off of China.
" New experiences in the study of Chinese society outside mainland China have taught new lessons. Consider first the case of the anthropologists who have tried to study Overseas Chinese. There are few villages, at least in the traditional sense, to tempt them, while the towns for the most part lack that convenience of size which would allow a simple transfer of traditional technique. Social relationships among Overseas Chinese do not round themselves off neatly in suitable localities, and it is at once apparent that to delimit a 'community' and confine one's attention to it would miss the very characteristic of the society which makes it interesting: its scale and its scatter" (page 383). These new settings for sinological anthropology did not, at least initially, come in convenient sizes nor on predictable scales. Indeed, Freedman suggests that in place of a settled focus on the village as the site of Chineseness par excellence, early work on China's residues brought the questions of scale and scatter into heightened focus as key factors that made Overseas Chinese communities 'interesting'. In the ensuing decades, as Euro-American anthropologists came with growing confidence to assert that doing research in China's residues and China were one and the same, scatter itself became a kind of scale (7) -a routinized spatial framework for the enacting of Chinese culture in the context of ethnographic fieldwork. See Kuper (1996 [1973 , chapter 3). (7) On the scale debates, see among others Marston et al (2005) and Collinge (2006) ; on scale-making projects, Tsing (2000) . (8) As such, it came to have both its own peculiar mode of topological shape constancy, and its own 'othered out-there' objects, among them Taiwanese aborigines, British, Dutch, and Japanese colonialisms, and the complex sovereignty of the Manchu-ruled Qing dynasty. My thanks to one of Environment and Planning D: Society and Space's anonymous reviewers for emphasizing this latter point.
If one could no longer access China in village form nor draw close to it in regional space, how might work on China proceed? Freedman himself offered some suggestions: " Trying to study the Overseas Chinese a man [sic] must find his anthropological prejudices corroded away. He must be mobile. He must learn to contain his impatience when he cannot see all his subjects acting out their many roles. He must be content with fragmentary direct observation. He must adjust this vision so that he may see behavior and ideas within the framework not only of the immediate locality but also of the society from which the migrants have come, of the largest territorial settlement within which they find themselves, and of the non-Chinese society in which they are embedded (1979b [1963] , pages 383-384). For Freedman here, as Law and Mol write in another context (2001, page 617) , "the expression takes us beyond itself": fieldwork is marked not simply by an attending to and transcribing of presence via proximity in regional space but by a reckoning of conjoined absence and presence in which Chineseness flickers in and out of the frame. As Freedman remarked about his initial fieldwork on the 'Chinese' community of Singapore in 1948-49, "I had never been able to take them simply for what they were, a highly urbanised group of immigrants and their descendants, and had striven to see beyond them to the society from which they had come" (Freedman 1979a (Freedman [1969 , pages 414-415; emphasis added). In such expressions, Chineseness of the residual variety functioned as an example of an object in what Law and Mol (2001) term a "topology of fire", in which shape constancy is achieved by "abrupt and discontinuous movements … between presence and absence" (page 615). Further, the vicissitudes of Chineseness in this context suggest some ways of profitably (re)imagining Law and Mol's four-fold typology of social topologies (region, network, fluid, and fire). Before we can delve into these consequences in any depth, however, a review of both this typology and topology itself is in order. We begin with ANT's eponymous topology, the network.
Topologizing the network
The aANT reenvisioning of space emerges from the realization that proximity in physical space has no predictable relationship to intimacy or interconnection. Early ANT posed the network as an ontology "based on connection rather than proximity" (Oppenheim, 2007, page 487) in order to begin to reckon with how certain places and objects were folded together quite without regard to physical distance. This focus emerged in the context of now classic work in science and technology studies that paid special attention to the circulation of scientific knowledge. In the process of doing studies of "science in practice", Law and Mol suggest, early ANT practitioners were led to distinguish between the physical, geographic, regional space in which science was actually done-the particular laboratories in San Diego, Berkeley, or Paris-and the network space in which such geographically specific practices could aspire to the universal (Law and Mol, 2001 , page 610).
The network emerged as an explanation for the movement of (regionally produced) scientific knowledge between regions. In thinking through this movement, early actornetwork theorists reasoned that networks were not just about moving information from one place to another but also about keeping the conditions for its production and reception standard at both ends of the chain. A network, Law and Mol suggest, entails the stabilization of a particular configuration of "facts-and-context" that allows facts to be both transmitted and received. Networks, thus, take work "on both ends" and "along the way" (pages 610-611). Further, a network not only allows actors to travel seamlessly from place to place, but constitutes them as particular kinds of objects. In a network (as would later be argued for other topologies), the lines between space and object blur; to speak of network space and network objects is to speak of coconstituting entities.
Or so their version of the story goes. Yet, for such a fundamental concept, the network has had a rather checkered career in (a)ANT theorizing, (9) one marked by a tension between the impulse to see it as an out-there spatial form (Law and Mol, 2001 ) and the drive to treat it as less spatial than conceptual, as "a tool to help describe something, not what is being described" (Latour, 2005, page 131) . In looking at the historical vicissitudes of these two valences of network, one can distinguish between the contributions of at least four key players (young Latour, old Latour, Law writing alone, and Law writing with Mol) across two eras of theoretical practice: first-generation ANT up to roughly 1999 and aANT thought that has taken shape since. Rather brutally epitomized, the story is as follows: young Latour (1986; 1987; ) and 1980s vintage Law (1986 shared an emphasis on the spatial travels of immutable mobiles even as shades of divergence between their accounts became apparent. While Law was more tightly focused on the material from the start (attending primarily to the movement of ships, not texts), a quick survey of Latour's early work highlights a simultaneous focus on network as both a type of text [scientific inscriptions in particular (1986, pages [21] [22] ] and an infrastructure for physical travel between contexts (1986, page 5; 1987, pages 180, 225, 232; 1988, pages 220-221) .
The key break between these modes of conceptualizing the network was occasioned by the differing responses of Law and Latour to feminist and anthropological critiques of firstgeneration ANT. Prompted in no small part by Star's (1991) critique of the "executive in the network", which foregrounded the "invisible work" of "secretaries, wives, laboratory technicians and all sorts of associates" that enables the laboratory to function (1991, page 29), Law's response was to first articulate "fluid" spatial alternatives to the network (Mol and Law, 1994) and then to seek to open up a space "after" ANT for the network as "itself a form-or perhaps a family of forms-of spatiality"(1999, page 6).
Latour, by contrast, initially sought to "recall" ANT (as a producer would a defective product). In the same volume as Law's articulation of the centrality of topological spatiality to an emergent aANT sensibility, Latour termed the de facto spatialization of the "network" the "first nail in the coffin" of ANT (Latour, 1999, page 16) . In contrast to Law and Mol, Latour noted that contemporary folk notions of the network as "transport without deformation [allowing] instantaneous, unmediated access to every piece of information" were in fact "the exact opposite of what we meant" (page 16). Rather than attempt to supplement the reductions of this emergent folk theory of the network with other topological forms, however, Latour instead both advocated the (re)invention of appropriately neutral infratheoretical terminology and moved away from making any explicit linkages between the network and any out-there spatial form. In his most recent book-length elaboration of the state of ANT, he states conclusively, "the network does not designate a thing out there that would have roughly the shape of interconnected points, much like a telephone, a freeway, or a sewage 'network'. It is nothing more than an indicator of the quality of a text about the topics at hand" (2005, page 129). "Network is a concept", he continues, "not a thing out there" (page 131).
In light of the contrast between the fluidity of Latour's thinking on the network and the significant continuities between Law's early (1986) and more recent work (Law, 2002; Law and Mol, 2001 ) on the topic, (10) Law and Mol's version of the network as always having been primarily to do with spatiality looks rather like an attempt at revisionism. Yet despite these historical ambivalences, Law and Mol's revision has been of signal importance in aANT's spatial turn. In this revision, the concept of topology has become central. Initially adapted for philosophical ends by Michel Serres, the aANT concept of topology was derived from a field of mathematics interested, in Stephen Connor's (2004) words, in "the study of the spatial properties of an object that remain invariant under homeomorphic deformation … broadly, actions of stretching, squeezing, or folding, but not tearing or breaking. Topology is not concerned with exact measurement … but rather with spatial relations such as continuity, neighbourhood, insideness and outsideness, disjunction and connection" (2004, no page) . (11) In its initial articulations with (a)ANT, topology was put forward by Law and Mol as particularly appropriate for reckoning with emergent, unfinished spatialities: "topology", they write, " doesn't localize objects in terms of a given set of coordinates. Instead, it articulates different rules for localizing in a variety of coordinate systems. Thus it doesn't limit itself to the three standard axes, X, Y and Z, but invents alternative systems of axes.
In each of these, another set of mathematical operations is permitted which generates its own 'points' and 'lines'. These do not necessarily map on to those generated in an alternative axial system. Even the activity of 'mapping' itself differs between one space and another. Topology, in short, extends the possibilities of mathematics far beyond its original Euclidean restrictions by articulating other spaces" (1994, page 643) . Adapting this generative mathematics to social theory (cf Leach, 2004 Leach, [1961 , pages 7-8), is particularly apt, Law and Mol argue, because " 'the social' doesn't exist as a single spatial type. Rather, it performs several kinds of space in which different 'operations' take place" (page 643). The task Law and Mol set for topological analysis is to unpack the particular spatial presuppositions that underlie the movements of knowledge, institutions, and objects on the one hand and to track the particular characteristics of shape constancy in dynamic (inter)topological forms on the other. Two of these forms, the three-dimensional volumes of common-sense regional or Euclidean space and the nonproximate connectivity of the network, are familiar to most readers versed in social theory. Yet, Law and Mol note, "there are other kinds of space too" (page 643).
Topologies beyond the network
As noted above, early work on actor-networks was criticized for "a functional managerialism" (Law and Mol, 2001, page 612) , an inattentiveness to difference and power gradients and non-Western others (Lee and Brown, 1994; Star, 1991 ; also see Law and Hetherington, 2000 for a summary), as well as a general tendency towards being reified (for example, by Riles, 2000; see Kelly, 2002 for scathing review) or being confused with other versions of network theory. Where, in response to such criticisms, Latour (1999) lamented the inaptness of its rendering of the original French, proffering "actant-rhizomes" as an alternative to the actornetwork, Law and Mol, by contrast, responded by suggesting the necessity of "inquir [ing] into the possibility of other, non-Euclidean, non-network spatialities" (2001, page 613) .
In a now-landmark 1994 essay, Law and Mol elaborate a third topology alongside those of regional and network space: fluid space. Thinking about doing medicine in nonmetropolitan contexts, beyond the reach of networks that hold facts and context together, they recognize that "the world doesn't collapse without [that paradigmatic network object space] the laboratory" (Mol and Law, 1994, page 662) . In such locations, they suggest, good clinical practice based on fluid practices of observation is preferable to a "bad laboratory" (page 654).
(11) It seems likely that the aANT turn to topology as the study of shape consistency within "dynamic" spatial forms (Connor, 2004) emerged from a recognition of the similarities between Serres's thought on the subject and the early ANT focus on the "translation without corruption" [eg, Law (1986) on the Portuguese caravel and Latour (1986) on scientific inscriptions] necessary for the movement of immutable mobiles.
In a fluid realm of mutable mobiles, laboratories, no longer immutable, lose their transcontext consistency (cf Mol, 2010, page 259) .
Where network immutable mobiles remain still in network space while moving regionally (Law and Mol, 2001 , page 612), (12) fluid mutuable mobiles move in both network and regional space, calling forth an analytics of viscosity and shading. In fluid space there are no clear lines of fracture (Mol and Law, 1994, page 657) ; normality is itself "a gradient" (page 659) in which any element may be situationally inessential. Fluid objects are those in which there is no distinguishing between inside and outside, this place and somewhere else, no determinate "once and for all"-ness (page 660). In a fluid object, "every individual element may be superfluous" (page 661, original emphasis; also see De Laet and Mol, 2000) .
Most recently, in a 2001 essay on "situating technoscience", Mol and Law have added an additional topology-fire-to region, network, and fluid. Alongside the immutable immobiles of regional space, the immutable mobiles of network space, and fluid's mutable mobiles, the mutable immobiles of fire space complete a quadrangle straight out of Levi-Strauss's (1962) The Savage Mind:
Fire spaces and objects as mutable immobiles change in network space while staying in place on regional terrain. In other words, they are characterized by a flickering, in situ, between presence and absence. Where networks maintain a constant luminosity (see Bille and Sørenson, 2007) of presence, fires conjoin light and dark, moving unpredictably between the two. As with fluid topologies, "movement rather than stasis is crucial" for shape constancy; "the difference is that while in fluids, constancy depends on gradual change, in a topology of fire, shape constancy is produced in abrupt and discontinuous movements" (Law and Mol, 2001, page 615) . In a fire space, flicker replaces flow. "The constancy of object presence depends on simultaneous absence or alterity. A flicker, an oscillation, an impossibility that is also a necessity" (page 616). Law and Mol draw on Gaston Bachelard's peculiarly spatial imagining of reverie as "a star pattern … [that] returns to its center to shoot out new beams" (Bachelard, 1964, page 14, quoted in Law and Mol, 2001 , page 615) to articulate "one version (only one version) of shape constancy in the space of fire" as marked by "a relatively stable set of star-like enactments between a single present and multiple absences" (page 616). In the topology of fire, "multiple alterities are conjoined to a centred presence. There is indeed a going out and a coming back. What one might think of as a structure of Otherness is being enacted while the formalism holds. Irreducible entities and the worlds within which they are located are held together-and apart-while the fire-shape holds itself in place" (page 618).
In the years since "Situating technoscience" first appeared, fire space has found only intermittent articulation, and indeed does not always even crop up in Law and/or Mol's elaborations of topological multiplicity (eg, Law, 2002) . The reasons behind this relative lack of uptake may have something to do with Moreira's (2004) suggestion that " fire topology is the furthest removed from our common definitions and imaginations of space, as those are normally associated with regional images. Instead of the establishment of a common world through the establishment of boundaries, in the topology of fire the (12) "We find that the immutable mobile achieves its character by virtue of participation in two spaces: it participates in both network and Euclidean space. … To talk of an 'immutable mobile' is to elide the two. The immutability belongs to network space: to a first approximation the vessel doesn't move within this. If it did, it would stop being a vessel. But it is that immutability in network space which affords the mobility in Euclidean space" (Law and Mol, 2001 , page 612).
flickering of boundaries between 'local' and 'global', their very instability, enables the production of a 'world' " (page 66). Yet, despite this apparent remoteness from the quotidian experience of space, scholars' increasing frustration with global-local binaries has recently opened up a space for its further application (cf Blok, 2010) . Indeed, as the example of residual China below illustrates, fire space offers a way out of the usual spatial predicaments of anthropological analysis.
"The stuff of dreams"
Further, an attention to the emergence and vicissitudes of residual China (wherein the flickering of boundaries enables the production of a world) both suggests an alternate mode of envisioning shape constancy in the space of fire and pushes the would-be social topologist to reflect further on the dynamics of intertopological interference (and intratopological interference).
(13) Here again, Freedman is the crucial interlocutor. His remarkable 1969 address to the Royal Anthropological Institute "Why China?" traces the evolving spatialities of post-1949 China anthropology. One can read his account as limning disciplinary attempts to mold network object spaces first from fluid and then from fire materials. Where the first of these processes (making networks from fluids by turning mutable mobiles into immutable mobiles) rendered the remote, the heterogeneous, the nonnormative into instances of the residual-the scattered but normative-the second (making network from fire) transfigured exclaves of opaque or uneven sinological interest into transparent or immanent exemplars of Chineseness. Through the simultaneous operation of these processes, between 1949 and the mid-1960s anthropologists became increasingly confident that locales such as Hong Kong and Taiwan, originally thought too heterodox to merit study, were in fact the sine qua nons of (scattered but normative) Chinese culture. (14) According to Freedman, the first outgrowth of the closure of mainland China was "a spurt in studies of the overseas Chinese, primarily in Southeast Asia". Between the years of 1949 and 1958, "Chinese studies conducted by anthropologists" took place almost entirely within this "region" (1979a [1969] , page 414). But, Freedman continues, this trend "tailed off" as a result of a desire to "get closer … to the 'real' China" (page 414). Part and parcel of this desire were a series of changes in scholarly and political perception which combined to render the formerly 'remote' and irretrievably heterodox outposts of first Hong Kong and later Taiwan [both marginal and peculiar in their own ways (page 399), unlikely to satisfy "maturer social scientists" for very long (page 400)] as "central" to anthropological projects of understanding essential Chineseness. Freedman's initial inkling of the suitability of Hong Kong for gaining access to non-Euclidean versions of Chinese society came quite by chance. "My dim perception of studying traditional society in action was turned into a startling vision when, by the accident of stopping off for a few days in Hong Kong en route to the Philippines, I was confronted in the New Territories by the walled villages and localized lineages that had hitherto been the stuff of dreams" (page 414).
Freedman had hoped to return to the New Territories to test some of the armchair arguments he made in his first book on Chinese lineage organization (Freedman 1958 ), but (13) Law (2002) suggests that all objects "are enacted in multi-topological manner" (2002, page 98) and emerge from intertopological effects: "objects may be defined as intersections between homeomorphic enactments produced within different topologies" (2002, page 96). The actual dividing lines between topologies are fuzzy at best: "volumes (for instance vessels), regions (for instance countries) and measurements of distance (for instance from Lisbon to Calicut) get made by network means"; moreover, "to generate network homeomorphism it is also necessary to work in Euclidean space" (page 97). (14) See Gladney (2004, page xv) for a discussion of the material factors (the exigencies of obtaining funding for research on 'China' in particular) that underpinned the enacting of this precarious version of network Chineseness. he could not obtain funding for the venture. In the end he was pipped to the post by Jean Pratt (1960) and Jack Potter (1968) , among others. Since the successful completion of their work, he noted in 1969, the New Territories had "become a standard training ground for anthropologists interested in China" (Freedman, 1979a (Freedman, [1969 , page 415). Moreover, "in the space of seven years, a dot on the map of continental China [had] come to stand for one of the two locations where Chinese society is now studied in the field" (page 415).
The New Territories have been part of the People's Republic since 1997 but in Freedman's era they were, in regional space, the closest one could get to China without becoming a communist. Yet such proximity did not privilege Hong Kong over Taiwan or the Nanyang (the 'Chinese' populations of Southeast Asia) as 'closer' to the real thing. While the ColdWar-era anthropology of residual China recognized different degrees of physical remove, it enacted China as a network object space in a way that rendered Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Overseas Chinese populations equally able to cast light on the essential components of Chinese society-the walled villages and localized lineages of Freedman's "dreams", regardless of actual geographic distance. Thus, while work in Hong Kong became valued for its closeness to the PRC in Euclidean space, this proximity was not the only (or even the primary) thing that made it interesting. Further, other farther-flung places were brought into constellation with work in the New Territories in the enacting of residual Chineseness on the scale of scatter.
The efforts of China anthropology in the Cold-War era to standardize nonlinear fluidity resulted in a version of China as a network object-space that remained influential long after its own relatively short existence. In this particular topology, even an outpost as heterodox as Taiwan could be made into an exemplar of Chineseness. If the Nanyang and Hong Kong posed challenges, Taiwan was the most problematic of all: even more peripheral than Hong Kong, settled late and "of doubtful Chinese cultural credentials" (page 416). All the more striking, then, that once it was established as a potentially studiable example of Chinese society, it became the site of fantasies of intimacy with 'traditional' 'Chinese' social forms increasingly embodied per Freedman's classic armchair work (1958; 1966) in lineage organization and family structure.
Yet even as this form of network China was ossifying into an almost ironclad disciplinary standard, at times anthropologists seemed only too aware of the fluid work that had gone into their constructing a substitute China ad hoc from a combination of research in open places and willful rationalization (as well as of the flicker of alterity that, despite their best efforts, remained in such accounts). The acute insecurity of these formulations is sometimes only too apparent. Witness this wishing away of colonialism from the introduction to Ahearn and Gates's The Anthropology of Taiwanese Society (1981) :
" Taiwan is the only province of China that has not undergone the sweeping changes of socialist revolution: Chinese life has a greater continuity with the past there, it can be argued, than anywhere else. During fifty years of rule, the Japanese did not intentionally alter Chinese customs and social relations; subsequently the Kuomintang government actively promoted adherence to Confucian ideals of social order. Anthropologists have therefore gone to Taiwan to study what they could no longer study in other provinces. It was Taiwan's representativeness, not its special qualities that first attracted and inspired" (1981, page 8) .
Where earlier anthropologists scorned Taiwan, certain of the deleterious effects of colonialism upon 'traditional' 'Chinese' culture, Ahearn and Gates illustrate the opposite extreme: a willful, almost blinkered assertion that Japanese rule had had little impact upon Taiwan's Chinese fundamentals. The Japanese may have been many things, but it is difficult to think of them as entirely disinterested or beneficent colonial masters or indeed to think of colonialism more generally as having a negligible impact on the culture(s) of the colonized.
Ahearn and Gates's blandishments illustrate how naturalized this disciplinary common sense had become by the early 1980s, just when China 'proper' was starting to swing its doors open to Western social scientists.
The flickering Chinese Nanyang
The denouement of the anthropology of residual China is an object(-space) lesson in the dangers of theoretical ossification. Once Western scholars returned en masse to the PRC in the mid-1980s, it became increasingly clear that the Chineseness(es) enacted within the People's Republic over the intervening decades bore little resemblance to anthropology's residual version thereof. In this new moment, anthropologists were forced to reconcile nonconformable Chinas. Some (eg, Stevan Harrell) moved fluidly from one to the other. Others found the transition more problematic.
In a decidedly rearguard action, Myron Cohen, an American scholar from the generation after Freedman's, argues that Chineseness has some sort of translocal, almost transtemporal unity-everywhere, except in the PRC. In an essay (2005 [1991] ) from a controversial volume on the meaning of Chineseness (Tu, 1994) , Cohen attempts to reconcile contemporary China and its so-called traditional culture. He suggests that "those who today identify themselves as Chinese do so without the cultural support provided by tradition" (page 88). Further, China has been stripped "of most of the colorful physical manifestations of traditional culture" (page 104). Left in its place is something not recognizably Chinese, a "form of flat cultureless culture" (page 105). With Cohen we reach the end point of the Cold-War-era anthropology of residual China as a scale of scattered epitomes, a situation in which Chinese culture survives only in small, colorful patches outside of China. Brown (2004) unravels the peculiar logic that underlies this formulation. "If we use Confucian criteria related to ancestor worship to classify people as Han, Taiwanese would turn out to be more Han than people classified as Han in post-Cultural Revolution China" (page 29). While this is the end point of Cohen's (and Ahearn and Gates's) analysis, it is instead a jumping-off point for Brown's. Taiwanese "Identity", she argues, is an "amalgam of Han culture and ancestry, Aboriginal culture and ancestry and Japanese culture (but not ancestry)" (page 2). For Brown, Taiwan is not just "China, after all" (Freedman, 1979d (Freedman, [1964 , page 399).
Thus have network versions of residual China petered out in stubborn epitomization at the end of China's decades-long isolation from the world. Yet Freedman, perhaps uniquely, remained to the end rather more subtle in his approach to Chineseness. In one of his last retroprospectuses (1979c [1974] ), written shortly before his untimely death in a climate of warming relations between China and the West, Freedman took stock of a quarter century of the anthropology of China's residues. Looking back, he located the apogee of the art not in Cohen's network version but in the fire space of early work on the Nanyang. Indeed, he seems to regret the routinization of the scale of scatter that his work helped to bring about, lamenting the shift from the historical, almost antiempirical focus of early work on the Nanyang to the epitomes-of-newly-convenient-sizes approach to Chineseness of later work in Hong Kong and Taiwan. The flicker at the heart of his own account is apparent:
" In any one country, some of the people listed as Chinese are, in terms of their culture (and perhaps their descent), likely to be more Chinese than others so listed; and the gap between the extremes may be very great, a point we may illustrate by the distance between a Malay-speaking Baba Chinese in Malaysia and Singapore and his Mandarinspeaking compatriot. And if there were such a thing as-in cultural terms again-an average Chinese in each country, then he would not be the same from country to country. Countries contain and condition their Chinese. That is a fact that observers from afar (especially from China perhaps) find it particularly difficult to assimilate. And they find it hard partly because there is also a Chinese Nanyang although we can see that there are in fact separate Chinese communties scattered throughout Southeast Asia. The Chinese Nanyang manifests itself in part in the interconnections among Chinese in the different countries of the region, in part in the organizations that purport to speak in the name of the Overseas Chinese of the region … and in part in the attempts by various Chinese governments to treat the Chinese in Southeast Asia as a whole " (1979c [1974] , page 47, emphasis added). Thus, the most fitting legacy of Freedman's long and somewhat tortured engagement with China's residues is not, I think, the unfortunate essentialism of its afterlives. Instead, contemporary scholars would do well to focus on his resourcefulness in constructing a plausible method for studying China on more-than-Euclidean terrain. Further, Freedman's early suspicion of the ability of a miniaturizing anthropological method to cast light on a vast and complex civilization through the accumulation of a myriad "community studies" has only increased in relevance in recent years. Specifically, his turn to history, to the archive, and to a kind of antiempirical grounded speculation resonates with recent calls for a return to the armchair (eg, Willerslev, 2011) , which seek to place ethnographic fieldwork in a broader ecology of situationally appropriate methods. Moreover, beyond Freedman's relevance for contemporary anthropology, the flickering Chinese Nanyang (Southern Ocean) at the epicenter of his oeuvre also suggests possible modes of rethinking the four-fold typology of topology 'itself', But to do so, we must begin with a reenvisioning of fire space, in part by attempting to nip in the bud a worrisome trend in its usage.
Putting topology through its paces
In his 2010 topologically informed study of climate change, Anders Blok explicitly calls for "a timely hesitation toward the danger of reifying regions, networks, fluids, and fires as social 'metatopologies' " in favor of "entertain[ing] the notion of a potentially endless number of topological shapes, overflowing also our own analytical categories" (page 910). Yet his analysis, as cogent and innovative as it is, belies this call for theoretical openness, highlighting in the process some potential perils for continued analytic vitality of aANT spatial schemas. In Blok's account, as elsewhere [eg, Bear and Eden (2008) , Kortelainen (2010) , Kullman (2009 ), Moreira, 2004 however, Maintz (2008) is something of an exception], the four-fold topological scheme is, for lack of a better phrase, put through its paces.
(15) The object of analysis is shown to be first as/in regional object space, then network object space, then fluid, then fire. This fourfoldness is then argued to have cast the original phenomenon in some appreciably new and useful light. There is nothing wrong, per se, with this. Blok argues convincingly for a multiplicity of global climates, reading Law and Mol's topological work alongside Law's (2004a) essay on baroque and romantic envisionings of the global. Yet it is also hard not to see this putting topology through its paces as a step towards its hardening into a particular routine of academic performance.
Of course, routinization is no stranger to theory; Foucauldian notions of genealogy and biopower, ANT visions of symmetry and nonhuman agency (and even the culture concept itself) are all examples of once sprightly findings reduced to a set of genre expectations. In the former case, one goes out and discovers biopower (Rabinow and Rose, 2006) in locales as diverse as Beijing and California's Central Valley rather than employing the genealogical method to uncover what makes power tick in contexts beyond the French and European ones to which biopower was originally specific. In the latter instance, with Latour, Law, Mol, and others, unlike Foucault, still able to speak back to their interpreters, (after-)actor-network (15) That is, they are, themselves, close to becoming a series of "obligatory point[s] of passage" (Law, 1999 , page 2).
theorists have set up (a)ANT as a theoretical program defined in part by its elusiveness. As Mol notes, "ANT is not a theory: there is no coherence to it. No overall scheme, no stable grid that becomes more and more solid as it gets more and more refined. The art is rather to move-to generate, to transform, to translate. To enrich. And to betray" (Mol, 2010, page 257) . ( Below, I attempt to outline a more fruitful mode of topologizing anthropological materials than simply putting the four-fold typology through its paces. Instead of showing one's object in four 'different' topological lights, I argue we can learn from the example set both by Law's (1999) attempt to unsettle the network and by Marston et al's (2005) provocative, if flawed, call to reject received geographic vocabularies of scale. Marston et al suggest "that it is necessary to invent-perhaps endlessly-new spatial categories that linger upon the materialities and singularities of space" (page 424). Law proposes that "the sensibility for complexity" deriving from ANT's efforts to "imagine … the sociotechnical world" as "topologically nonconformable" only works "to the extent that we can avoid naturalizing a single spatial form, a single topology" (1999, page 7). A bit more than a decade on, it seems clear that naturalizing a single typology of topologies also has to be avoided. Thus, I argue that what is needed to push the topological turn further is not more rehearsals of the by now familiar four-fold typology of region, network, fluid, and fire, but a restless iteration of further topological types and subtypes.
Rings of fire
Lest we forget, Law and Mol explicitly write the rewriteability of theory (16) into their topological schema. While particularly germane to their treatment of fire space, I suggest that what follows is more broadly applicable to topologics in general. Bachelard's concept of 'reverie' as a star-shaped pattern holding together a single present center and multiple absent peripheries (others) they call "one version (only one version) of shape constancy in the space of fire" (2001, page 616) . One plausible reading of this sentence is that other versions are not only possible but worthy of pursuit. Further, they continue, "to say that there is a fire topology is to say that there are stable shapes created in patterns of relations of conjoined alterity" (2001, page 616, my emphasis). Key here is "shapes" in the plural. The Bachelardian configuration of a single presence conjoined to multiple absence(s) is but one possibility amongst many.
In the spirit of this invitation, I offer in response the particular spatiality of Cold-War-era residual Chineseness as an example of an alternate mode of shape constancy in fire space. Looking not to Bachelard on reverie, but to Darwin (1842) on reefs, the topos it evokes is not celestial but terrestrial, not a ball of fire, but a ring. In the anthropological attempt to construct a viable China on non-Euclidean terrain [and its earlier and later Chinese nationalist echoes (see Duara, 1997; Tu, 1994) ], the flicker is at the center, not at the edges. China as geographic, cultural, and moral referent is there and gone from moment to moment. Shape constancy here thus takes the form of the conjoining of multiple present peripheries to a single absent center. I term this subvariant of fire topology annular (ring-shaped) or atollic.
(16) Contrast the avowed openness of ANT and aANT to (re)improvisation with the (more respectable) tendency in more settled theoretical idioms to rewrite only in service of a protestant exhortation to return to the texts and/or save the illustrious dead from himself or herself (but usually himself) [eg, Stoler (1995) writing 'race' back into Foucault].
In this mode of flickering, the momentary presence or absence of the center is seen as linked to the (self-)conceptualization of the periphery as one or many.
There is a temporal lag: when the center is present (whether in the form of the volcano around which a reef initially formed or the 'mainland' to which scattered Chinas relate), the elements on the periphery, the innumerable islands of the atoll, (17) the residual Chinas scattered in the wake of Liberation attain some form of momentary cohesion, are intelligible as instantiations of a (however unevenly) unified entity (eg, Freedman's 'Chinese Nanyang'). When the center ebbs into absence, the traces of its presence persist for some time before eroding further and vanishing beneath the vastness of the sea.
Alternatively, the annulus of residual China(s) might be conceptualized not as an alternate enactment of fire space but as itself a singular, material (inter)topology, a reef produced from the cointerference of network, fluid, fire, and region. Unlike its geological analogue of hotspot volcanism, reef formation, subsidence, and the memento mori of the atoll, this theoretical allegorization (see Law, 2004b ) of atoll as mutable immobile (18) need not operate on (only) a linear temporality. The annulus as unified ring is continually done and undone, revulcanized, reforged, reannihilated in the oscillation of absence and presence. The flicker of fire may continue perpetually, may die down to fluid incrementalism, may be transmuted into a networked cord of constant light. Such intertopological shifts themselves could be usefully subjected to analysis.
For the purposes of this paper, the import of this reenvisioning of fire space is twofold. First, it indicates the potentially generative possibilities of juxtaposing social topology approaches to aANT with lay modes of constructing non-Euclidean, not-necessarily-network objects. Second, and more crucially, it foregrounds the signal importance of keeping topological and other theoretical schemas from hardening into set paces through which to put one's empirical material. In this regard, the self-consciously provocative appeal of prominent actor-network theorists to the elusive, perhaps utopian, un-pin-down-able-ness of A-N as non-T offers a useful example for anthropological and geographical work in broader theoretical idioms.
Conclusion: an epicycle of social topology?
In this paper, I have elaborated two key contributions of the juxtaposition of aANT work on social topology and the Cold-War-era anthropology of residual China. First, I have argued that a patient attention to the vicissitudes of residual Chineseness and its would-be anthropologists suggests potentially generative refinements to Law and Mol's (2001) notion of "fire space". Second, I have suggested that this variation in the modality of "shape constancy in the space of fire" (2001) forcefully drives home the point made by Marston et al that, since "overcoming the limits of globalizing ontologies requires sustained attention to the intimate and divergent relations between bodies, objects, orders and spaces … it is necessary to invent-perhaps endlessly-new spatial concepts that linger upon the materialities and singularities of space" (2005, page 424 ). This call for terminological openness and theoretical renovation resonates with the broader trickersterishness of 'the' aANT project and suggests interesting possibilities for using Mol and Law's topological work not just as the source of a routinized itinerary of obligatory passage points (here is X in region, network, fluid, fire) but as a model for the generation of situationally relevant emergent social topologies.
Further, if fire can be opened up in the manner I attempt above, why not the other topologies or the topological manifold itself? The openness of fire space to being rewritten pushes the analyst to seek analogues on broader topological terrain. How might we open up theories of social topology (and also theory more broadly) to the possibility of being perpetually rewritten rather than merely being put through 'its' paces [in the ever-lengthening litany of tricks: the God trick, the dog trick, the biopower trick, the neoliberalism trick, the 'bare life' trick (Agamben, 1998 , in which the distinction between two words for life in ancient Greek is made magically applicable to philhellenes and Persians alike)]? Two possibilities present themselves, the first suggested by Marston et al, above. The other, proposed by Robert Oppenheim (2007) , entails a redoubled attention to interference and "inter-topological effects" (page 484). Where the former suggests the usefulness of enacting new sorts of typologies (in potentially monadic specificity), (19) the latter foregrounds the productivity of topological recombinations.
Both approaches may prove to be of use. Yet, it will likely take further work on the subject to ascertain whether in the service of moving topological schemes past structuralist quadrangles (or Bachelardian elementalisms), (20) it is more generative to identify new intermediate forms as internally coherent singularities (a new cloud topology halfway between network and fluid, (21) a steam or plasma topology (22) halfway between fire and fluid, a prester (23) topology halfway between fire and network) or as composites of the four topological types already elaborated [to speak of fire networks (fiber optics?), region-fluids (seas?), etc]. While the latter is more likely to lend itself to continued scholarly exchange, the former may well be closer to both Serres's initial topological inspiration and Mol's contemporary envisioning of (a)ANT as an antitheory. At any rate, anthropological and geographical engagements with the materiality and specificity of human and more-than-human spatialities both stand to benefit from the inventive enacting of novel topological, subtopological, and intertopological concepts.
